Creating Patterned Carbon Nanotube Catalysts through the Microcontact Printing of Block Copolymer Micellar Thin Films
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We report a route for synthesizing patterned carbon nanotube (CNT) catalysts through the microcontact printing of iron-loaded poly(styrene-block- acrylic acid) (PS-b-PAA) micellar solutions onto silicon wafers coated with thin aluminum oxide (Al₂O₃) layers. The amphiphilic block copolymer, PS-b-PAA, forms spherical micelles in toluene that can form quasi-hexagonal arrays of spherical PAA domains within a PS matrix when deposited onto a substrate. In this report, we dip a poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) molded stamp into an iron-loaded micellar solution to create a thin film on the PDMS features. The PDMS stamp is then put in contact with a substrate, and uniaxial compressive stress is applied to transfer the micellar thin film from the PDMS stamp onto the substrate in a defined pattern. The polymer is then removed by oxygen plasma etching to leave a patterned iron oxide nanocluster array on the substrate. Using these catalysts, we achieve patterned vertical growth of multiwalled CNTs, where the CNTs maintain the fidelity of the patterned catalyst, forming high-aspect-ratio standing structures.

Introduction

Reliable and facile patterning of substrates is an important technological challenge. Patterning using soft lithography, which relies on an elastomeric polymer to replicate a hard master, has successfully emerged as a fast, inexpensive, and straightforward route for patterning substrates. Microcontact printing (µCP) is a soft lithographic patterning technique that has received much attention since its development roughly a decade ago. While µCP was originally utilized to pattern self-assembled monolayers of alkane thiols on gold, this technique is also effective in patterning polymeric thin films.

Amphiphilic block copolymer micelles in organic solvents represent a novel type of polymer solution from which micelles are capable of self-assembling into nanoscale ordered structures when deposited onto a surface. These block copolymer micelles have been utilized for various applications, including creating inorganic nanoclusters for carbon nanotube (CNT) and zinc oxide nanowire growth, and protein binding. Recently Yun et al. developed a soft-lithographic method for patterning poly(styrene-block-polystyrene) (PS-b-PS) micelles loaded with FeCl₃ that were spin-coated onto a poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) stamp and then transferred to a silicon substrate through µCP. This route achieved micron-scale patterning of PS-b-PS micellar thin films, which were subsequently oxygen plasma etched to create a monolayer of iron oxide nanoclusters.

In this report, we utilize a µCP approach to pattern poly(styrene-block-acrylic acid) (PS-b-PAA) micellar thin films as organized catalyst templates for CNT growth. In previous work, CNT growth catalysts have primarily been patterned using lithographic methods following the physical deposition of metal thin films, although some work has been done using block copolymers containing covalently bound iron molecules to create catalysts. Using a µCP approach, we pattern a PS-b-PAA micellar thin film using a block copolymer micellar inking solution method.
that had been previously loaded with FeCl₃ onto a Si wafer coated with aluminum oxide (Al₂O₃). Oxygen plasma etching removes the organic components of the micellar thin film leaving a patterned iron oxide nanocluster array. We then utilize the catalytic function of these patterned iron oxide nanocluster arrays, along with our previous knowledge of growth conditions for these catalyst systems, to synthesize patterned arrays of vertically grown multiwalled CNTs (MWCNTs) that are characterized using scanning electron microscopy (SEM). We observe that the fidelity of the pattern is maintained as the CNTs grow vertically from the substrate to heights that are 2 orders of magnitude larger than the characteristic pattern width.

**Experimental Section**

**Materials.** PS-b-PAA [M₉ (PS) = 16,400 g/mol, M₉ (PAA) = 4,500 g/mol, PDI = 1.05] was used as received from Polymer Source, Inc. PDMS stamps were synthesized by pouring a two-component curable siloxane (Sylgard 184, Dow Corning) over a silicon master with the desired pattern. Anhydrous iron(III) chloride (FeCl₃) and toluene (HPLC grade, 99.8%), both obtained from Sigma-Aldrich Co., were used as received. CNTs were synthesized on clean silicon wafers (p-type, Silicon Quest International), which were coated with a 15 nm film of Al₂O₃ by electron beam evaporation using a Temescal VES-2550, with an FDC-8000 Film Deposition Controller. CNT growth was performed in a conventional single-zone atmospheric pressure quartz tube furnace having an inside diameter of 22 mm and a heating zone of 30 cm. Ar (Ar, 99.999%, Airgas), ethylene (C₂H₄, 99.5%, Airgas), and hydrogen (H₂, 99.999%, BOC) were used as received.

**Sample Preparation.** PS-b-PAA was mixed with toluene at a concentration of 5.5 mg/mL and heated to 145 °C for 20 min in a sealed vial to create a spherical block copolymer micellar solution, as presented previously. FeCl₃ was then added to the micellar solution at a ratio of 5.4 metal ion equiv per carboxylic acid group. Two stamp geometries were utilized: the channeled PDMS stamps had a constant feature height of 400 nm (variable aspect ratio from 2.5 to 20), while the cylindrical post PDMS stamps had a constant feature height of 400 nm (variable aspect ratio from 2.5 to 20). The untreated PDMS stamps were inked by dipping the stamps into the micellar solution with the patterned surface oriented vertically. Maintaining this orientation, the PDMS stamps were submerged in the solution for 3 s, and then removed at a rate of 0.1–2 mm s⁻¹. The PDMS stamps were then allowed to dry for 4 min with the patterned surface oriented vertically, and then rotated to dry for 1 min with the patterned surface oriented horizontally. The PDMS stamps were then placed in contact with an untreated Si substrate or an Al₂O₃-coated Si substrate (previously shown to be an effective supporting layer for CNT growth using Fe-based catalysts) for 3–5 min, and a uniaxial compressive stress was applied (approximately 40 kPa). Excessive stamping stress caused the entire stamp (both the raised and recessed features) to contact the substrate, which was easily observed visually during stamping. In which case the applied stress was reduced for proper stamping. The stamps were slowly peeled from the substrate to leave a patterned block copolymer micellar film on the substrate.

The patterned substrates were then oxygen plasma etched (rf plasma, 8–12 MHz) for 15–20 min to remove the polymer thin film, leaving only iron oxide nanoclusters remaining on the substrate. Details about our procedure for synthesizing vertically grown CNTs have been published previously. In brief, the substrate was placed in a quartz tube reactor, covered by a silicon wafer shield, and ramped to 750 °C under a 400 sccm flow of Ar for 30 min. The substrate was held at 750 °C under Ar for 14 min; then Ar was reduced to 200 sccm, and 500 sccm of H₂ was introduced for 1 min. Ar was then reduced to 0 sccm, and 200 sccm of C₂H₄ was introduced with 500 sccm of H₂ for 15 min. Following growth, the furnace was flushed with Ar and cooled to room temperature.

**Characterization.** The patterned films were examined using a Leica optical microscope equipped with a Nikon digital camera (DXM 1200F) using Nikon imaging software (ACT-1, Version 2). Images were obtained in reflectance mode. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) images were obtained using a Digital Instruments Dimension 3000 Nanoscope IIIA scanning probe microscope operating in tapping mode using a silicon cantilever. SEM images were obtained using a JEOL 6320FV field-emission high-resolution microscope operating at 5 kV.

**Results and Discussion**

The optical microscope images in Figure 1 demonstrate the effectiveness of using μCP to pattern PS-b-PAA micellar thin
films in various geometries. The patterns were homogeneous over nearly the entire stamping region (approximately 10 mm²).

Figure 3. SEM micrographs of vertically grown MWCNT structures grown from an FeCl₃-loaded PS-b-PAA micellar thin film patterned onto an Al₂O₃-coated Si substrate using a μCP approach with a channeled PDMS stamp with a width of 5 µm and a periodicity of 10 µm. The CNT synthesis used 200/500 sccm of C₂H₄/H₂ at 750 °C for 15 min. (a) Overhead view (0° tilt); (b) side view (70° tilt); (c) higher magnification image of side of vertically grown MWCNT structures (45° tilt).

Figure 4. (a) Optical microscope image of an FeCl₃-loaded PS-b-PAA micellar thin film patterned on an Al₂O₃-coated Si substrate using μCP with an applied pressure of 600 kPa using a PDMS stamp of cylindrical posts with diameters of 4 µm and a periodicity of 8 µm and a removal velocity of 0.2 mm s⁻¹. The lighter areas correspond to bare substrate, while the darker areas correspond to PS-b-PAA micellar thin film. (b,c) SEM micrographs of vertically oriented MWCNT structures grown from the substrate shown in panel a after oxygen plasma etching. The CNT synthesis consisted of 200/500 sccm of C₂H₄/H₂ at 750 °C for 15 min. (b) Overhead view (0° tilt); (c) side view (45° tilt).

In both images, the patterned PS-b-PAA micellar films had a characteristic width that was considerably smaller than the characteristic width of the PDMS stamp from which they were
from a patterned strip of catalyst nanoclusters, retain the individual shape of the underlying pattern, even though the height of these structures is roughly 2 orders of magnitude larger than the width of the patterns. Similar results have been observed for the vertical growth of CNTs using thin metal films patterned by electron beam evaporation.22,23

The SEM micrographs in Figure 4 show the result of CNT growth using an iron oxide nanocluster array patterned using a PDMS stamp of cylindrical posts with diameters of 4 μm and a periodicity of 8 μm using a removal velocity of 0.2 mm s⁻¹ and an applied stress of 600 kPa. Reducing the removal velocity from 1 mm s⁻¹ (Figure 1b) to 0.2 mm s⁻¹ and increasing the applied stamping stress from 40 kPa (Figure 1b) to 600 kPa resulted in a transferred micellar thin film that, as shown in Figure 4a, was the negative of the original PDMS stamp. Figure 4b shows a representative result from the CNT growth, while Figure 4c shows the edge of the patterned area to demonstrate the vertical aspect of the growth. As in the CNT growth from channeled catalysts, it is clear from Figure 4 that the CNTs were catalyzed only from the patterned areas of the substrate. The CNTs also clearly maintain the patterned structure as they grow vertically from the substrate, even though the aspect ratio of the cylindrical columns is approximately 100. The MWCNT structures grown from the continuous circular pattern in Figure 4 appear to maintain the dimensions of the patterned catalyst more faithfully than the MWCNT structures grown from strips of the patterned catalyst in Figure 3. We are currently unsure of the explanation for this observation, and we plan to continue to investigate this topic in the future.

Conclusions

We have demonstrated a route for creating patterned iron oxide nanocluster arrays from PS-b-PAA micellar thin films using a μCP approach. The patterned nanoclusters catalyze vertical growth of CNTs selectively on the patterned regions of the substrate. We used optical microscopy and AFM to characterize the structure of our substrates as well as to verify that the patterned thin films maintain their micellar structure. Because the micellar thin films are capable of acting as both templates to create inorganic nanoclusters and nanoreactors, we believe that the ability to pattern these block copolymer micellar thin films can be exploited in a variety of applications. Thus, we are continuing our investigation of μCP-patterned PS-b-PAA micellar thin films in studies of CNT and zinc oxide nanowire synthesis, as well as in investigations of the templating of biologically active molecules for modifying cell attachment and function.
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